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The godking' s legacy book 2

Hello everyone, I hope you were okay. The audiobook for Volume 3 of Godking's Legacy, Ascension of Squirrels, has been released on Hear. You can find it here: Audible Link. As always, thank you for your support! Hello everyone, sorry for the long break. I hope everyone was in good. The fourth volume of Godking's Legacy starts today and will receive daily updates in normal times. You can find the first
chapter here: Chapter 1 Volume 3 is almost done editing and will be available on Amazon until the end of July. As for when it will be on Audible, I'm not quite sure yet, but probably sometime before the end of the year. As always, thanks for reading! Wow, it's been a long break. Either way, Volume 3 Of Legacy Godking has begun. Daily updates at 6am Moscow time as usual. Chapter 1 can be found: here is
the third book of the Blue Magician, raised by dragons, Demon and Dragon, has been released on Amazon! You can get a copy here: as usual, thanks for reading! In a few months there will be an audiobook. In addition, the third volume of Legacy Godking will begin soon. The Immortal Continent (The Godking's Legacy Volume 2) is available as an audiobook. Here's the link: thanks for reading. 
Godking's Legacy Volume 2 was released on Amazon! You can find it here: Thanks for reading.  I don't think a separate page is needed for this, so I just put this in as a post. Thanks for reading Volume 2! I'll be racking it up for a few months before going back to editing it and putting it on Amazon. In the meantime, I'll be writing something different. I said I started Blue Mage Book 3 after I finished Volume
2 TGL, but at the same time, I read a lot of modern dungeon novels/gate fantasy and wanted to try writing one in this setting.... Could I do both at the same time? Either way, I'll take a break for a few days before I start writing anything. -Virlyce Well, that new story ended very quickly. I started the Daily Diary of the VRMMO Dragon Game on December 11, 2017 and finished on February 20, 2018. I'm not
sure how Amazon is worthy of this book though, haha. Either way, Godking's Legacy Volume 2 is about to start this Saturday, February 24, 2018 (unless I decide to start it earlier). As always, thanks for reading! (And about those sponsored chapters, they'll go out on Godking's Legacy Volume 2 if people who have donated email me otherwise. sorry for the very long delay!) As the post's headline says,
Godking's Legacy is now available. The paperback version should be ready for three days to a week. You can buy it here. As always, thanks for reading! Volume 1 of Godking's Legacy is coming to an end. It goes to 155k words that's about so like Blue Mage Book 1. Kindle version will come out I'm not sure when I'll start Volume 2 as writing two stories at once really drains. Thanks for reading! I hope you
liked the story. Read The Epilogue here: Epilogue 5 stars. Five stars everywhere. The best story ever. I have to read it. - most of the reviews here. Now I'm not claiming to be a professional reviewer or anything like that, but it's a no-no. In the review you should criticize the book, expose its flaws, tell your own opinion, and not just praise it for what is wrong. Now, on the actual review. So we have a premise
of history, not so normal demihuman (very excessive trope, they are people with ears and tails of animals, lack of imagination is -.-) who gets the legacy of the greatest hero in the world and then goes to hijink around. This is normal from now to a certain point. All the stories of this author seem to be a mixture of light-hearted comedy and dark humor. And that's fine. What is not normal is the lack of character
progression. Squirrel starts out as a killer psychopath, and as far as I read, it stays that way. And self-denial. On self-denial. I'm a good man. Just give it to me, or I'll kill you. And I'll cut off some of your fingers just to make sure you're going to do it (an innocent squirrel girl smile) (not part of the story, just a generalization). So yes, that's what made me give up on this story. He's mc quite unlike if you're not
crazy (I don't judge). The story is the same repetition of the same thing over and over again. MC kills things, eats food, threatens people, kills more things and eats more food. Pretending to do it in the name of good. Totally okay? Lol And that's why I can't understand why it's so popular.... Grammar is fine, the style is the same as other stories of this author. I think 3 stars may seem too small to give this
masterpiece, this funny comedy and should read the story. But no, I think it's too much even. The only saving grace of this story is that it has good grammar and a somewhat interesting premise. No more, no less. P.S. I'm sure I wrote another review on the subject, but it was deleted. Hmm P.S.S., if I see this review removed as well, we'll see what happens. Page 2 started reading this story at 1am as I
wanted to sleep after a few chapters. End up binge reading until 8am when I finished the last chapter of Volume 1. Some minor spoilers. Overall a really great story gives you several different perspectives on the world, with completely different points of view. One of the few Royalroadl stories I legitimately found myself laughing at every couple of chapters because of the hilarious nature of certain situations
or how some characters thought. The characters all very well, though near the end of Volume 1 some of the situations seemed too hasty, and kind of stifled by the nature of the narrative. In particular, Durandal and Lucia seemed a little like Durandal doesn't really get much exposure, while Lucia kind of just goofy forced through through The story suffers from the same part at the end as it just seems too
hasty near the end of Volume 1, otherwise it was great for the most part. Pacing can be a bit of a problem at times as well as some parts zip fast, while other parts (closer to the top) are a tad slow. The style gives us a different perspective, I think of 6 characters, although some of them are quite short. Keeps the story well rounded up pretty well as we see the world from different perspectives constantly.
Some funny, some serious, some paranoid, etc. Grammar, in my hasty reading I may have missed some mistakes, but overall the author is obviously quite fluent in English, and makes virtually no mistakes in this book from what I saw. Definitely deserves to read mostly for any RRL readers! © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates This book is funny, but not so much as the first, it's less interesting
too, throughout this kinda reads, as a not-so-good version of the blue magician raised dragons, humor and some of the supporting characters are the only reasons I finished the book really. Now, why am I saying that this is not a good version of the blue magician raised by boo dragons? We have a really strong but ignorant heroine almost no one can beat, who is completely devoid of empathy and kinda
treats everyone weaker than hers as a lower, un This book is funny, but not so much as the first, it is less interesting too, in all this kinda reads as not a very good version of the blue magician raised by dragons , humor and some of the characters of support are the only reasons I finished the book actually. Now, why am I saying that this is not a good version of the blue magician raised by boo dragons? We
have a really strong but ignorant heroine almost no one can beat, who is completely devoid of empathy and kinda treats everyone weaker than her as a lower, unlike Vira, though, she find some difficulties in her life, especially in the beginning, mainly because Durandal is an asshole. Lucia and Durandal's relationship is also similar and unlike Toffel and Vira from BMRD, like this, because he also trains and
strives to be stronger than his abnormally strong but ignorant and curious lazy partner, and she, just like Vir, really tries to please her partner (if we ignore all the rape), but unlike Toffel and Vira, Durandal dislikes Lucy like that, as I said, their sexual encounters are not consensual, unlike toffel, who wants to be as strong as Vir so she can keep up with him, and so he can't hurt her boo accident, Durandal
want to be stronger than Lucia so he can hurt her and uses her whenever he can. so, things I don't like. - Just like the first book, at least the audio version, it sounds like anime, it uses expressions like you really perverted face, and there's the same sense of unreality out of the genre, so she goes around beating important people in public, killing, maiming and maiming people like her in the cartoon, and
repeatedly raping rape despite his constant protests and the fact that she has to take extreme measures to do so, how to tie him down, using the magic that makes him cry all the time while she rapes him and generally suppressing him, and all this is seen as a joke, the only reason is funny is because Durandal is such an asshole you really don't feel sympathy for his braid.- Really strong but an ignorant
troup that is common in an. can be seen in BMRD becoming very tiring in this series because she is not only ignorant, she is stupid as vegetable stupid if carrots can be said to be sociopathic. - But the worst part of this Durandal book, I grew up not to love him in the first book, because he was abused and with great pleasure in abuse, a girl who had already been abused for his entire life, as long as he was
stronger than her, but in this I just wanted him to die an agonizing death, the worst part , sometimes he did, but he was never permanent. He continued to make her suffer and make excuses, saying that he wanted her to become stronger, while at the same time keeping her from the best teachers or teaching effective methods because he was jealous, and so he would not lose the advantage of being a
better fencing. In this book from the beginning all she wanted was to settle down with him because she loved him, and it was too stupid to see that he was not capable of loving her back, while he wanted to be stronger than her so he could continue to abuse her! he constantly uses as much as she loves and trusts him, he lies to her, uses her position and puts her in bad situations. She does everything she
can for the son of a bitch, goes through a lot of dangers too to help him and make him stronger, but throughout the book every time he gets stronger than her, he uses it to get revenge and hurt her just because he loves him. Now, as I said in the first paragraph, she keeps raping Durandal and killing everyone, so she's not such a good person, but he's just unsuited, and I kind of blame him for being part of
her madness. There is a moment in the story when he asks himself if she had become strong, if she had never found him and believed everything he did for and against Lucia, I think the really good things he did for her all in the first book when he helped her kill her owners, taught her to use chi and some sword techniques, all the while putting her through hell (I mean I get to do her stay in the position of a
horse holding weights, but were spikes necessary?), and there's a big gesture when he saves his life by hurting himself and after, lying to her so she almost kills herself to bring him back to life, other than that, I think of him mostly as a handicap, a bad man who got a girl who had a really bad childhood to think of him as the only person she can and uses this love and trust against her most often, as a result,
even though she was so strong she was helpless against it. I know it all had to be funny, funny, just don't think it was, he just got me angry and lost this book to two stars. she was so strong but still was helpless against it... More... More
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